Johannes von Soest (also referred to as Steinwart or Steinwert) was a German singer, composer and poet. He is the author of a vernacular autobiography in couplets which is not only one of the few examples of late medieval German autobiography but also one of the very few surviving
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The Music and Musicians, ed. Stanley Sadie and John Tyrrell, 29 vols. (London, 2001 ) and online at <www.oxfordmusiconline.com> autobiographical documents written by a musician in this period. 1 The only extant source of the text was a manuscript in the Frankfurt municipal archive destroyed during the Second World War; a transcription by Johann Carl von Fichard based on this manuscript had been published, however, in 1811 in the Frankfurtisches Archiv für ältere deutsche Literatur und Geschichte, 2 and is reprinted below in the Appendix. Born in Unna, Westphalia (near Dortmund), in 1448, Johannes von Soest was first trained as a chorister in Soest and briefly kidnapped by a wandering minstrel on account of his beautiful voice. Later he joined the ducal chapel in Cleves, where he became acquainted with two English musicians; he admired their music so deeply that he followed them to Bruges. Subsequently he held posts at Aardenberg (Zeeland), Maastricht, possibly Cologne, and Kassel. In 1472 Soest went to the court in Heidelberg, where he was appointed Sängermeister for life. In 1476 he matriculated at the University of Heidelberg; he studied there and in Pavia, becoming a physician by 1490. In 1495 he became a municipal doctor in Worms and later held similar positions in Oppenheim and Klaus Pietschmann and Steven Rozenski, Jr. broad strokes and constantly lamenting the moral precariousness of particular actions and decisions (often lending the text the atmosphere of a confessional text). Unfortunately, the text does not survive intact: the section detailing his period as Kapellmeister in Heidelberg was not preserved in the unique manuscript source.
Scholars of Renaissance music have studied the text only in passing. Besides short mentions in lexica and general histories, 3 references to him are primarily found in studies on the places where he worked. 4 This is primarily, one imagines, because his compositions and works of music theory, although well attested, are not known to have survived. 5 Rudolph Agricola refers to Soest's nine-and twelve-voice compositions in his letter to Jacques Barbireau 6 and Soest himself writes of a now-lost music treatise De musica subalterna, which Sebastian Virdung also knew and which inspired his illustrated section on musical instruments in the Musica getutscht. merits of the autobiography have not yet been studied in any great depth, 9 scholars of literature have thus far judged von Soest as a 'literary dilettante', 10 'occasional Author' or court-author, 11 whose text remains throughout 'confined to conventional patterns '. 12 Nevertheless, the text translated here can be judged as a 'mix between courtly and bourgeois biography'
13 which stands as a significant contribution to the genre of autobiography in the fifteenth century. Although Johannes's motives for his incredible mobility were far more practical, not to say prosaic, his account of widespread travel recalls some of the elements of The Book of Margery Kempe, the early fifteenth-century autobiography by a pious Englishwoman of a prosperous merchant family from Lynn, East Anglia. 14 The insight his text gives into the life of a professional has little parallel in the period -Thomas Hoccleve's autobiographical poems 'My compleinte' and 'A dialoge' are perhaps the only roughly contemporaneous text that offers as much detail on the relationship between work and art in späten Mittelalters (Berlin, 1975) (Hermaea, 68; Tübingen, 1992) ; Rita Schlusemann, 'Das ir begyr wolt halten reyn: Zur Rezeption des "Limborch"-Romans bei Johann von Soest', Amsterdamer Beiträge zur älteren Germanistik, 47 (1997), pp. 175-96. 9 Wenzel, Autobiographie, ii, pp. 81-101 dedicated a chapter of his anthology to the text, but edited only a rather short selection from the end of the text which does not contain passages relevant to music history, and provides only the briefest of introductions. 10 Johannes von Soest hailed from Westphalia, an economically emerging region in the middle of the fifteenth century owing to income from salt mining. His birthplace Unna, like the other towns of his youth (Werl, Menden and Soest) was in a disputed region which was experiencing the effects of the expansionist efforts of the Archbishopric of Cologne and which sought to align itself during this period with the Duke of Cleves. The high point of the so-called 'Feud of Soest' took place in the author's birth year, 1448, in which the town, supported by Duke Johann I of Cleves, attempted to assert its liberties against the Cologne Archbishop Dietrich von Moers.
Some remarks concerning chronology would be appropriate before contextualising the professional posts Soest describes in his autobiography. The only clearly defined dates are his birth year (1448), his matriculation in the Saint Patroclus collegiate school at the age of nine, and the death of Duke Ludwig II of Hessen on 8 November 1471 (one piece of evidence among others for Soest's two-year employment at the chapel at Kassel). His education in Soest, his time at the court of Cleves, the year of education in Bruges -as well as the other positions in Aardenburg, Maastricht (Liebfrauen) and Cologne (St Gereon) -took place within the span of eleven years; however, the duration of residence in these towns, with the exception of Bruges, cannot be precisely determined. We can suppose, however, that he lived in Soest and Cleves for a longer period of time and that only after this period a certain acceleration of his mobility began. Because of his rather casual mention of Cologne, it seems likely that this stay served merely as a brief waypoint for him. In any event, it is certain that by the time of his appointment as Heidelberg Kapellmeister in 1472, which was granted despite his young age of twenty-four, he was well known as an experienced musician. 15 For Thomas Hoccleve's poems -perhaps the earliest first-person narrative describing mental illness in English -see Roger Ellis's edition, 'My Compleinte' and Other Poems (Exeter, 2001 16 For the history of the use of these topoi to describe male friendship, see C. Stephen Jaeger, Ennobling Love: In Search of a Lost Sensibility (Philadelphia, 1999) .
Johannes stresses at the opening of his text with considerable emphasis that he was born legitimately from the marriage of the stonemason Rotcher Grumelkut and Wendel Husselin; underlining the legitimacy of his parentage doubtless indicates its importance as a significant prerequisite for further career advancement. The most decisive moment of his childhood was the family's relocation to Soest following the early death of his father and his mother's subsequent remarriage. In this economic and cultural centre Johannes's voice could be 'discovered' and quickly nurtured. The school of the St Patroclus collegiate church in Soest possessed a tradition stretching back to the twelfth century and appears, on the basis of its financial wealth, to have supported music of a fairly high standard, even though concrete evidence of musical practice at the college chapel does not survive. 17 Judging from Johannes's later enthusiasm about the polyphonic singing at the court of Cleves and by the two English musicians, it seems exceedingly likely that only monophony was practised in Soest.
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Shortly thereafter Johannes was abducted by a wandering minstrel who promised him an education and a successful career, and his readiness to get involved with this 'minstrelsy' certainly was abetted by the instability and financial uncertainty of his childhood. This incident reflects the widespread problems with wandering musicians of the Middle Ages as well as the fascination their considerable skills generated 19 -and the promise to make Johannes a gentleman, in the light of the comprehensive sphere of capabilities and good connections of many minstrels, is not as unrealistic as it may appear at first glance. The shock of an instance of child abduction and the harsh countermeasures that were taken against such crimes is also evident in the prompt action of the Soest authorities, who quickly sent soldiers to rescue the child.
Soest's location itself aided Johannes's subsequent career path. Since his successful engagement in the Feud of Soest, Johann I of Cleves (1419-81) encouraged strong connections to the town; this led him to make several visits and moved him to following military engagements during the Second Feud of Soest (1462/3). It is not surprising that the nephew of Philip the 17 Müller, Musikpflege in Soest, Heimann, Stadtbürgerliches Selbstverständnis, p. 241, n. 5. 18 It should be mentioned in this context that the Dominicans at Soest in the fifteenth century were in possession of a thirteenth-century manuscript containing organa from Notre Dame which was then used for bookbinding. Norbert Eickermann, 'Auf der Spur einer großen Notre-Dame-Handschrift des 13. Jahrhunderts ', in Westfalen, 52 (1974) April-31. Juli 1994 (Münster, 1994 , pp. 73-4 (with illustration). 19 For a comprehensive social-historical overview, see Wolfgang Hartung, Die Spielleute im Mittelalter: Gaukler, Dichter, Musikanten (Düsseldorf and Zürich, 2003) .
Good (educated, as he was, at the Burgundian court in Brussels) had an eye on the choristers at St Patroclus, as he had strived since his accession in 1448 to establish court music of a high standard. At the latest in 1455 (on the occasion of his wedding) a permanent court chapel must already have been in place. 20 Liturgical polyphony was counted a core responsibility, according to the accounts of contemporaries: for example, the chapel performed the festal Masses at an annual procession on St Victor's day in Xanten in which six-voice polyphony was conducted by an organist ('Our Johannes'). 21 The chapel structure roughly followed the example of the Burgundian court (which Johann could have learnt during his childhood in Brussels):
22 accounts from the 1460s and 1470s and following record the chapel staff as consisting of three chaplains and six other singers, at least half of them children, to whom nine further children could be added for special events. 23 These would come from the students of the Cleves collegiate school (founded in 1334). The special role that these schools played in musical education is reflected in the endowment of six prebendaries for young choristers in 1431, the allocation of which was tied to prominent musical competence. awarded one of the prebendaries during his time at the court in Cleves is not known, but the narrative allows no doubt that he attended the collegiate school there. Johannes's departure from Soest to Cleves, a distance of approximately 180 kilometres, indicates a definitive vocational choice; this in turn is reflected in the long episode detailing the reluctance of Johannes's mother to allow her last surviving son to leave. Career prospects were the central motivation, as is clearly expressed in hindsight: it is the declaration of the duke to make a gentleman out of Johannes that immediately persuades him. When he arrived at court, however, the youth was overwhelmed by the skills of the ducal singers. His description of their music as 'angelic song' ('engelscher gesanck') -a reaction attested in other contemporaneous iconographic and descriptive sources -offers an example of the perception of polyphony not only by a broader non-professional audience, but also by the trained musician Johannes had become when he wrote his autobiography, recalling his first impressions in retrospect.
His description of the further education he received at the court of Cleves sketches the normal curriculum of a choirboy in just a few words, just as Adriano Petit Coclico nearly a hundred years later would describe as a typical sequence for his ostensible teacher Josquin des Prez:
25 first solmisation ('kunstlich kont solnysyrn'), followed by improvised counterpoint ('auch contrapunckt kont iubylyrn') and composition. After this came embellishing techniques like diminution, which Johannes later calls the crowning of the art of song; but it appears it was not a part of the core curriculum. This musical education itself was embedded within the study of the liberal arts. Johannes's apparent aptitude helped him to obtain certain privileges at the court; his quick involvement in teaching also serves to underscore his skills. Therefore the arrogance and self-contentment to which he soon tended is not particularly surprising; that he classifies this attitude as sinful in retrospect demonstrates the character of a 'confession', which the autobiography often adopts; on the other hand, it clarifies the remorse he experienced as a result of the changed attitude towards art which developed over the course of his career.
The visit of two English musicians to Cleves was a decisive turning point in Johannes's life. The impression their arts of singing imparted must have been formidable -it even led to a spontaneous sense of inferiority -such that the singers' offer to teach him in Bruges must have been exceedingly enticing (not to mention flattering). Accordingly, he was ready to give up his secure place at the court in Cleves and even risk irritating his employer and patron. In Bruges he learnt from the two musicians, above all, the arts 25 Adriano Petit Coclico, Compendium musices (Nuremberg, 1552; repr. Kassel, 1959) 
Singing the Self of improvisation ('contreyn und fauberdon') as well as a deeper understanding of the relationships of note values ('proporcion vil mancherhant') -that is to say, aspects of musical practice for which transmission in school using educational treatises was largely ineffective and which could only be learnt through intensive practical education by well-trained specialists.
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It is not possible to identify the two musicians with certainty. Reinhard Strohm makes the plausible suggestion that they could have been connected to the Carmelite convent of Bruges. Traditionally the Carmelites in Bruges kept the closest connections to the English merchant community in the city and provided high-level musical institutions, in part imported from England.
27 Very likely the English Carmelite John Hothby, active in Lucca from 1467, spent some time at the beginning of the 1460s in the Carmelite convent of Bruges. 28 Interestingly, in contrast to his abduction by the minstrel and the invitation of the Duke of Cleves, there is no discussion of pecuniary prospects which might have tipped the scales in favour of the decision to follow the Englishmen. On the contrary, Johannes dismisses the financial promise of the Duke in the case of his remaining at court straightforwardly with the reasoning that any riches that could be offered mean less to him than 'being full of art' ('als konstrich syn'), and in connection with his completed studies in Bruges he indicates 'art was dearer to me than all the favour of a duke' ('vil me lyb hatt ich zu konst / Merck dan zw aller fursten gonst'). This emphatic consciousness of an inner call to music under the influence of the English singers is astonishing and unique, offering, as it does, an insight into an otherwise barely imaginable dimension of the individual artistic self-consciousness of a professional musician of the fifteenth century. That it was English musicians is perhaps not so surprising given the well-established influence of English music on the Continent in the fifteenth century. Yet the impact of the two individuals on the young musician demonstrates the often complicated polyvalences of the transfer of musical culture, which has not only stylistic and technical elements but also aesthetic and identity-forming dimensions. More difficult to interpret, on the other hand, is Duke Johann's strict refusal of Johannes's request for permission to spend a year furthering his education elsewhere, which does not seem an especially inappropriate request from a patron's point of view. The Duke provides a rather lapidary dismissal of the yearning for vocational growth ('You have just enough art for me'; 'Konst hastu glich genog fur mich') and does not let himself be persuaded by the persistently repeated requests. Perhaps personal affection was involved. Another possible explanation could be that as a result of this supplemental education Johannes would have become overqualified for a simple post as chapel-singer, and his already established condescension towards the Kapellmeister would have been furthered and the potential for conflict within the chapel would have increased. That Johannes von Soest later does return can be interpreted as a proof of loyalty, but as Johann I was not present at court at that time the Duke's ultimate reaction can only be imagined. The friendly reception Johannes received at the court, at any rate, shows that he had not fallen out of favour entirely.
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Before this trip to Cleves, Johannes von Soest had gone to Aardenburg and obtained a position in the Church of St Mary there.
30 From Cleves he went to Maastricht, where he gained the post of Succentor at the Church of Our Lady. Insofar as no documentation about personnel survives for this church -after St Servatius, the most important collegiate church in the city -the prestigious appointment of a well-educated musician such as Johannes von Soest is of certain interest per se: but it also confirms the sparse but clear signs of a rooted practice of liturgical polyphony. 31 especially interesting, however, that in Maastricht Johannes came up with the idea to make his way to Rome in order to gain admission to the papal chapel. Given the strong presence of Franco-Flemish musicians in Rome during this period, 33 it is possible that this was generally a fairly straightforward option. At any rate the nearly contemporaneous departure of the young, musically educated Maastricht humanist Matthias Herbenus (1451-1538), who in the year 1469 left for Rome at the suggestion of the papal nuncio Onofrio de Santa Croce, stands out as especially noteworthy.
34
At any rate, Johannes only reached Cologne, where he met Hermann IV of Hesse (later to be Archbishop of Cologne), about whom he writes that he was the 'probst zu sant gerion' and had 'wanted to have him' ('wolt mich hon'). From this phrasing it is not clear whether Hermann called the gifted musician to him only as an intermediary in order to send him to his brother the Hessian Landgrave Ludwig II ('Der Freimütige') or whether he wanted to have him as a singer at St Gereon and perhaps employed him there briefly. Insofar as no personnel records survive from St Gereon in the fifteenth century, nearly nothing can be said about the musical institutions of the church, nor the possibility of Johannes's having been installed there.
35 At any rate, Hermann was definitely the Dean (not the Provost, as Johannes writes) of the venerable St Gereon's -a church reserved for members of the aristocracy -and was required to reside there as part of his position, 36 so that Johannes's overall description of the meeting seems trustworthy.
Through the intermediary of Hermann, Johannes von Soest went to the court of Ludwig II in Kassel, probably in the year 1469. 37 We can only Peter's, 1380 -1513 (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1995 . 34 Klaus-Jürgen Sachs, 'Herbenus', in MGG 2 , Personenteil, vol. viii (Kassel, 2002) , cols. 1359-61. Santa Croce was sent two years previously to the Burgundian court. Cf. Richard J. Walsh, Charles the Bold and Italy (1467-1477) : Politics and Personnel (Liverpool, 2005) , pp. 73-5. To propose this as related must remain pure speculation, as a precise dating of this stage of Johannes's career is not possible. At any rate it does not seem absurd to postulate his departure from Maastricht in 1469 when one considers that his following position at St Gereon in Cologne, as mentioned previously, can only have been for a very short period and his succeeding post in Kassel necessarily had to begin in 1469. 35 Sachteil, vol. iv (Kassel, 1996) , col. 10.
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speculate that one of the intentions of the appointment could have been the construction of a choir chapel (which is unfortunately not mentioned in the discussion of the range of duties of the post) based on a remarkable conflict that flared up between the Landgrave and the city of Cologne. It concerned a choirboy Johannes von Soest very likely knew during his time in Cologne; he now tried to take this youth with him to his new workplace. 38 The boy in question had just been employed in the private chantry chapel of the Cologne Burgher Johann Hardenrath. Landgrave Ludwig addressed the Cologne council with the request that they allow this talented youth to be released from his duties. After some back and forth the council refused the request, justifying their decision by claiming that the boy did not want to leave his parents. The case gives us clear evidence that the Landgrave was in the process of building a chapel, and additionally shines a revealing light on the fundamentally different character of urban and courtly musical institutions: the Landgrave sees the erection of a choir chapel an obvious princely privilege and believes he may request the civic chapel to surrender a singer without further justification. In this case Hardenrath and the council are not fundamentally against this notion, but rather argue in terms of an imperial citizen's individual rights of free will. Provided the conflict was indeed precipitated by Johannes von Soest, his willingness to operate in accordance with such a courtly logic must be noted -especially considering that in his childhood he himself had experienced the questionable dimensions of the commerce of choirboys as 'human capital'. Clearly these efforts to build a choir chapel in Kassel were disrupted by the sudden death of the thirty-three-year-old Landgrave: his five-year-old son Wilhelm I assumed the official functions only in 1483, during which time his uncle and regent Heinrich III of Oberhessen ruled from his own court in Marburg.
How the move to the Heidelberg court chapel and the life appointment as Kapellmeister came about is not known and is not discussed in the autobiography, even though there is about a gap of about a year between the death of the Landgrave of Kassel and the date of the instrument of appointment. In retrospect it doubtlessly was considered a career leap, but it appears that Johannes von Soest would have preferred to stay in Kassel under Ludwig II ('Hett lantgraff Lodwyg blyben leben / Zu Cassel wer ich blyben kleben'). It is known from other sources that he was intended to fulfil the same duties that he probably had in Kassel: as Sabine Žak plausibly demonstrates, the establishment of a Sängerei at Heidelberg could not have taken place before the year of Johannes's entry into service in 1472. In this context the new Kapellmeister immediately formulated a rule for the chapel to run its subsequent artistic establishment. 39 The establishment of the chapel was by no means a 'normal' procedure, and in the context of the other courts of the Holy Roman Empire Heidelberg stands rather alone at this point (the Cleves chapel too, which Johannes had belonged to, proved to be an episode which came to an end with the death of Johann I). Sabine Žak points to the reservations that clearly existed about the singers and bases this on Johannes von Soest's own defence of the court chapel that he interlaced in his translation of the Dutch verse-epic Die Kinder von Limburg. The critique appears here against the notion that the singers' greatest importance comes from the praise of God and that they simultaneously contribute to the physical well-being of their audience through the euphony of their singing. 40 This defence corresponds with the later explanations of Kaiser Maximilian in Weißkunig of his motives for the erection of an imperial court chapel.
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The remaining surviving sections of the autobiography are without particular interest for music history and will be represented in the following translation by only one passage which describes his new orientation after the death of his first wife. Although at this point (around 1495) Johannes von Soest had studied medicine in Heidelberg and Pavia and was already active as a physician at the court in Heidelberg, he begins thinking of becoming a priest and exerts himself in the attempt to obtain a benefice. This process can be seen in the larger context of the problems of elderly singers in the Renaissance: perhaps because of health reasons or the decline of his voice in old age Johannes was hindered in actively pursuing the career of a singer. This was a particular concern of unmarried musicians and the solution of a great number of singers and composers of the time was to seek a spiritual position. As these efforts failed repeatedly, Johannes instead chose the alternative he had already prepared for in Heidelberg, a medical profession, and married a second time. Unfortunately, he does not comment on his stay in Italy in the surviving parts of his autobiography. Interestingly, his son Pallas also spent ten years in Italy, and came back as a rich man while Johannes was residing in Frankfurt, but nothing is said of his son's career.
As far as can be understood from the mostly fragmentary biographical evidence of other fifteenth-and sixteenth-century musicians, Johannes von Soest's career followed a fairly typical route: the demand for boys with 39 Žak, 'Gründung', p. 155. good voices and the often dubious recruitment tactics employed by chapel agents in the service of courts across Europe is well attested; 42 Johannes's fascination for English singers was shared by a majority of musicians on the Continent, many of whom adopted the 'contenance angloise' as a common stylistic model; the importance of improvised counterpoint of various sorts is broadly attested by contemporary music theory; and also not untypical is Johannes's search for benefices and the change of profession at an advanced age as the obvious consequence of the limited life span of a singer's voice. Being so typical in many respects, the importance of this testimony is evident -even if Johannes von Soest's role in music history otherwise is limited: in its singularity as an extensive self-report on an exemplary life it opens an otherwise inaccessible perspective on the personal decisions, motivations and retrospective valuations of a Renaissance musician.
The veracity of this autobiography can be ascertained from archival evidence, which testifies especially to his presence in Heidelberg, but also circumstantial evidence that makes his travel to Bruges in the company of English musicians or his presence in Cologne and Kassel highly plausible. This allows us to assign a large degree of historical trustworthiness to his text. Above all, his text demonstrates the high esteem in which church music was held in cities like Soest, Cleves, or Kassel, which, lacking other evidence, are usually considered musically unsophisticated during this period. With respect to Cleves, for example, Johannes von Soest gives a quite detailed description of his acquired skills and his tasks in the otherwise almost completely undocumented court chapel. But more detailed elements also merit scholarly interest: his remarks on the plan to join the papal chapel, or the revelation of the deeper dimensions of the art of music under the influence of the English singers, which vividly attests to the deep impact of the contenance angloise.
The text used in the Appendix is based entirely on Fichard's 1811 transcription, even though this evidently contains several substantive misreadings. Fichard mentions in a short introductory note that the manuscript which he possessed contained numerous cancellations and corrections (particularly of rhyme words), leading him to believe that it was an autograph manuscript. There is unfortunately no surviving account of his editorial methods, but the printed text we offer must be considered as a diplomatic transcription of what Fichard believed to be Johannes's definitive version.
The metre and rhyme scheme used in the translation are at times rough, the tone voluble, and the superlatives often quite hyperbolic. The reader will also no doubt notice words used almost exclusively to complete the rhyme. Even a cursory look at the source text itself, however, will reveal that it has much the same quality: Soest's verse is at times breathlessly exaggerated, at times a bit glib, and often severely self-promoting (although this in turn gives way to a conventional piety and series of long confessional addresses to God). In bringing Johannes von Soest's voice to an English-speaking audience for the first time, we have aimed to match his tone and style in English verse that gives the reader an experience similar to that which one of his contemporaries might have had.
Although this text is of greatest importance for musicologists, it is not without interest for literary historians of autobiography and memoir; we kept the possibility of classroom use in our minds as well. Footnotes with more literal translations are included in places where we thought nonGerman-speaking readers, particularly musicologists, might benefit from a detailed look at Soest's phrasing and terminology. It was decided early on, however, that to render the translation entirely in an exact prose version would be rather stultifying and do a great disservice both to Johannes and to the new audience of this boisterous, at turns both boastful and pious, but always exuberant account of his life and times.
Johannes 'God truly will guide me well', I
thought. And then one time to my lord I came In Flanders I found the two singers, Bound to me by love -they told me I was welcome there, they treated Me kindly and wonderfully.
Only then I truly learnt to sing: Discant and fauxbourdon -these newDearer than the lands of a king, All from these English masters two, Even many kinds of proportions That I had never known before. This was dearer to me than all The rewards of a duke, or
The lands of a king -such desire I had for art. From Bruges I came To Ardenburg, and soon acquired A chaplaincy where I could claim Six pounds a year at the start, And lived trouble-free. But before The year was out they'd gladly part With twice the salary! But I abhorred My entire time there, and soon I left quickly -through this I became A poor man, neither useful nor good For this world, I openly proclaim.
The next road I took was to ClevesMy money-pouch was nearly empty. 
